Dartmouth Transfer Application Essays

Dartmouth’s transfer application includes two essays, as follows:

1. Please respond in up to 500 words:

   While arguing a Dartmouth-related case before the U.S. Supreme Court in 1818, Daniel Webster, Class of 1801, delivered this memorable line: “It is, Sir...a small college. And yet, there are those who love it!” As you seek admission to Dartmouth, what prompted your decision to transfer institutions and what aspects of the College’s program, community, or campus environment attract your interest?

2. Please respond in up to 200-250 words:


3. Please choose one of the following options and respond in up to 200-250 words:

   A. Labor leader and civil rights activist Dolores Huerta recommended a life of purpose. "We must use our lives to make the world a better place to live, not just to acquire things," she said. "That is what we are put on the earth for." In what ways do you hope to make—or are you making—an impact?

   B. What excites you?

   C. In The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind, William Kamkwamba '14 reflects on constructing a windmill from recycled materials to power electrical appliances in his family’s Malawian house: "If you want to make it, all you have to do is try." What drives you to create and what do you hope to make or have you made?

   D. Dr. Seuss, aka Theodor Geisel of Dartmouth’s Class of 1925, wrote, "Think and wonder. Wonder and think." What do you wonder and think about?

   E. "Not everything that is faced can be changed; but nothing can be changed until it is faced," wrote James Baldwin. How does this quote apply to your life experiences?